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We built SimplyGo Mini to be tough. During
development, SimplyGo Mini was rigorously tested in
real world environments including impacts, vibrations,
and temperatures to deliver reliable performance day
in and day out.

Delivering more when you’re on the go
From a walk in the park to an overnight trip, SimplyGo Mini may help you remain

active and provide you with flexibility while on the go.

Part number                                                                                                      HCPCS
SimplyGo Mini System
System with standard battery - U.S.
1113601          Includes SimplyGo Mini portable oxygen concentrator,   E1390/E1392
                      carrying case, one standard rechargeable Lithium Ion 
                      battery, DC and AC power cords, accessory bag, 
                      and user manual

System with extended battery - U.S.
1113602         Includes SimplyGo Mini portable oxygen concentrator,   E1390/E1392
                      carrying case, one extended rechargeable Lithium Ion 
                      battery, DC and AC power cords, accessory bag, 
                      and user manual Accessories

1116816         Standard lithium ion battery

1116817          Extended lithium Ion battery

1116819         SimplyGo Mini DC power supply - U.S.

1116818          SimplyGo Mini AC poewr supply - U.S.

1082664       SimplyGo Mini AC power cord - U.S.

1116830         SimplyGo Mini external battery charger - U.S.

1118724          User manual

                      

Bags - Brown
1119897         SimplyGo Mini carry bag and strap, brown

1116824         SimplyGo Mini accessory bag, brown

1116836         SimplyGo Mini backpack, brown

Bags - Black
1119928         SimplyGo Mini carry bag and strap, black

1119893         SimplyGo Mini accessory bag, black

1119894        SimplyGo Mini backpack, black

                      

Warranties
1133855        SimplyGo Mini 5-year total warranty

1120121          SimplyGo Mini 3-year system, 
                      1-year sieve warranty

1122070        SimplyGo Mini 3-year system, 
                      3-year sieve warranty

1120123         SimplyGo Mini 2-year sieve warranty extension*

SimplyGo
Mini
A reliable, powerful choice in lightweight
portable oxygen concentrators.
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*2-year sieve warranty extension is a post-sale warranty purchase option for
those units purchased initially with the 3-year system, 1-year sieve warranty. 

The manufacturer of this POC has determined this device conforms to all
applicable FAA requirements for POC carriage and use on board aircraft.
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